The practice of employing empirical likelihood (EL) components in place of parametric likelihood functions in the construction of Bayesian-type procedures has been well-addressed in the modern statistical literature. We rigorously derive the EL prior, a Jeffreys-type prior, which asymptotically maximizes the Shannon mutual information between data and the parameters of interest. The focus of our approach is on an integrated Kullback-Leibler distance between the EL-based posterior and prior density functions. The EL prior density is the density function for which the corresponding posterior form is asymptotically negligibly different from the EL. We show that the proposed result can be used to develop a methodology for reducing the asymptotic bias of solutions of general estimating equations and M-estimation schemes by removing the first-order term. This technique is developed in a similar manner to methods employed to reduce the asymptotic bias of maximum likelihood estimates via penalizing the 2 underlying parametric likelihoods by their Jeffreys invariant priors. A real data example related to a study of myocardial infarction illustrates the attractiveness of the proposed technique in practical aspects.
Introduction
It is well-known that in order to carry-forth Bayesian inference a prior density and a likelihood function need to be specified. The selection and justification of priors are important components of Bayesian methodology. A widely used prior distribution was proposed by Jeffreys (1946) . In this fundamental work, Jeffreys employed the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) measure to quantify a distance between the corresponding posterior and prior density functions. An excellent review of the justifications for Jeffreys prior is presented in Hartigan (1964 . In parametric Bayesian inference, great efforts were made to formulate prior distributions, which add minimum information to knowledge derived from data (Bernardo 1979) . Prior distribution functions are defined as reference priors if: 1) They roughly describe situations in which little relevant information is available; and 2) The corresponding posterior distributions provide a standard in which other distributions could be referred to in order to assess the relative importance of the initial knowledge in the final results (Bernardo 1979; Berger, Bernardo, and Sun 2009) . Bernardo (1979) presented a heuristic discussion of the basic ideas related to the development of reference prior distributions that maximize Shannon mutual information between the posterior and prior density functions. In this case, under regularity conditions, the Jeffreys prior was shown to be a reference prior. Furthermore, these results were rigorously shown in asymptotic forms (see for details Lehmann and Casella 1998, pp. 261-262) .
The above mentioned analysis related to the selection of priors corresponds to the parametric setting when the form of the likelihood is completely specified. used a truncated K-L loss approach to develop maximum likelihood prior densities such that the corresponding Bayesian posterior functions are asymptotically negligibly different from the maximum likelihood functions. This approach offers a useful linkage between frequentist and Bayesian methods. In this framework Jeffreys prior is the unique continuous prior that yields the Bayesian strategy that asymptotically achieves the maximum Bayes risk in the context of a relevant entropy loss measure (Bernardo 1979; Lehmann and Casella 1998; Berger, Bernardo, and Sun 2009) .
The Bayesian principle is one of the central tenets for developing powerful statistical inference tools when the form of the data distributions are assumed to be known and certain key assumptions are met. These principles may not be fiducial and applicable in the nonparametric setting when the likelihood function forms are assumed to be unknown. It is also well-known that when key parametric assumptions are not met, the parametric Bayesian approach may be suboptimal or biased (Daniels and Hogan 2008; Zhou and Reiter 2010) . Towards this end, we can find within the modern applied and theoretical statistical literature a line of research around Bayesian empirical likelihood (BEL) techniques based on the empirical likelihood (EL) concept (Lazar 2003; Chaudhuri and Ghosh 2011; Yang and He 2012; Vexler, Ge, and Hutson 2014, 2016; Zhong and Ghosh 2016) . Lazar (2003) theoretically justified that EL functions can be applied towards constructing nonparametric posterior distributions. In this context, EL's can provide valid posterior inference that satisfies the laws of probability in the sense that it is related to statements derived from the Bayes' rule (Lazar 2003) . Vexler, Ge, and Hutson (2014) used EL functions to develop robust and efficient posterior point estimators. Furthermore, Vexler, Zou, and Hutson (2016) proposed and examined the BEL credible set estimation as an analogue to the traditional and efficient parametric Bayesian approach. Recently, Zhong and Ghosh (2016) provided an expression for the asymptotic expansion of posteriors that are based on EL component along with its variants. In general, the BEL method employs EL components in place of parametric likelihood functions in order to develop distribution-free Bayesian-type procedures.
The objectives in this paper are twofold: 1) To rigorously construct a Jeffreys-type EL prior in the context of the BEL algorithm; and 2) To develop a bias reduction approach for maximum empirical likelihood estimates (MELEs) by penalizing the EL by its prior. The second aim is inspired by the well-known fact that in the parametric setting Jeffreys priors can be used to penalize the underlying likelihood functions in order to reduce the bias of the corresponding maximum likelihood estimates (Firth 1992 (Firth , 1993 . MELEs can be associated with solutions of general estimating equations (Qin and Lawless 1994) as well as with estimates obtained by employing the generalized method of moments (Hansen 1982) . In addition, the MELE framework can be extended to certain M-estimators (Owen 1988 ).
It is well-known that bias corrected ELs inherit the higher order asymptotic efficiency properties of the maximum likelihood (Newey and Smith 2004) . Thus, we provide the theoretical justification regarding the use of the derived EL prior in order to penalize the EL in an effort to improve the small sample properties of MELEs. This will be applied to reducing the EL bias in the framework of general estimating equations and M-estimation schemes.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we derive the EL prior and evaluate its asymptotic properties. In this section, we attend to necessary conditions related to the ability to consider BEL algorithms in the context of Shannon mutual information between data and parameters of interest.
In Section 3, we demonstrate the process for using EL prior densities for the purpose of eliminating the first-order bias terms from the asymptotic expectation of MELEs. In Section 4, an extensive Monte Carlo (MC) study is conducted to examine the proposed method. The applicability of the proposed method is illustrated through a real world example of myocardial infarction in Section 5. In Section 6, we provide concluding remarks. Proofs of the theoretical results presented in this paper are outlined in Appendix A.
Empirical Likelihood Prior
To outline the central concept for constructing a reference prior in the classic parametric Bayesian setting and, without loss of generality, we assume that the data set X consists of n independent and identically distributed observations, X=( 1 X ,…, n X ), and ( )
is the density function of 1 X with a scalar parameter θ . In this case, the Bayesian posterior density has the form 
provided that the form of ( ) ⋅ f is known. According to Lindley (1956) and Bernardo (1979) , the prior density ( ) θ π is a reference prior if it maximizes the functional
in an asymptotic ( ∞ → n ) fashion. The information-theoretic quantity, ( ) π I , measures the amount of missing information about θ when the prior is fixed to be ( ) θ π (Bernardo, 1979) . The use of the functional ( ) π I allows one to make precise the basic idea of the construction of reference priors, which are maximally dominated by data. This concept was formalized in Berger, Bernardo, and Sun (2009) . Bernardo (1979) showed that the arguments from the calculus of variations can be applied to approximate the reference prior in the form ( )
denotes the corresponding asymptotic posterior density of θ . Furthermore, it was proved that ( )
where ( ) ( ) 
. We refer the reader to Hartigan ( , p. 2084 for more details regarding the definition (3). This statement was used in to analyze the reference prior concept based on maximum likelihood functions. We extend this method to derive a higher order approximation related to the BEL approach in the context of Shannon's mutual information. Towards this end, we define the log EL function,
to be explored using the Taylor theorem. In the following propositions, we present the first order bias forms of the MELE θˆ and the proposed penalized MELE θ .
Proposition 2. The first order bias form of θˆ satisfies ( ) Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Under setting (i) with ,..., Attending to the first stage of the proof scheme mentioned above, we note that
since the Chebyshev inequality provides
we evaluate the main term
To this end, we rewrite The corresponding lemma A1 proof scheme is based on results shown in .
In order to show that the remainder term 
.,n, and λ is the solution of
; for details, see Qin and Lawless (1994) . 
Lemma A3. The Lagrange multiplier λ satisfies
Remark 1. Lemma A4 provides the exact non-asymptotic bounds for λ . Owen (1988) used very complicated considerations to obtain the approximate bounds for λ as
Lemmas A1 & A4 can be useful in the context of numerical computations of ELs, providing, e.g., the exact bounds for λ that is a numerical solution of
By virtue of Lemmas A1-A4, we conclude that the remainder term asymptotically vanishes with the following lemma.
Thus we show that the remainder term
2) vanishes asymptotically to zero. Then by virtue of (A.1), we have
. This completes the first stage of the proof scheme of Proposition 1.
In the second stage of the proof scheme of Proposition 1, we analyze the term
log at (A.1). In a similar manner to the evaluation of
above, we prove that
. Intuitively this result follows from the fact that 
, we have the following two inequalities
where we use
. We will show that the upper and lower bounds in (A.3) converge to a same value as ∞ → n . Towards this end, we derive a bound for
in the next lemma. This bound will assist in evaluating the remainder
is bounded by some function ( )
where Lemma A7. Assume that
where
By virtue of Lemmas A6 and A7, using (A.3) we have
Taking into account of (A.4) and the following lemma result, we complete the second stage of the proof of Proposition 1.
Lemma A8. Assume that, for some 0 > γ and all θ . 
, where
The corresponding lemma A8 proof scheme is based on results shown in Vexler, Ge, and Hutson (2014) and Zhong and Ghosh (2016) .
Thus lemmas (A.4) and (A.8) complete the proof of Proposition 1.
Proof of Corollary 1:
The proof of Corollary 1 is technically straightforward and similar to that shown in Lehmann and Casella (1998, pp. 261-262) and thus is omitted. 
Then by a second order Taylor expansion to
The above expansion (A.8) and Lemma A9 imply that
The expression of ( ) θ r l ′ ′ can be easily found by taking the derivative of the constraint equation
with respect to θ . Then one can obtain the following results regarding (A.9):
see the proof of Lemma A8 in SM, Appendix B).
Thus, it is clear that by (A.9) and Proposition 2 we complete the proof of Proposition 3.
Appendix B. Supplementary Material
The supplementary material contains: Details of the technical derivations and proofs corresponding to the theoretical results and Lemmas presented in this paper as well as detailed remarks of the relevant research article, Clarke and Yuan (2010) .
Rimm E.B., Stampfer M.J., Ascherio A., Giovannucci E., Colditz G.A., and Willett W. 
Remark A1.
In the parametric Bayesian setting, Clarke and Yuan (2010) introduced the mutual information 
where the log empirical likelihood ( ) θ l defined in (4) heuristically plays the role of the parametric log likelihood. We refer the reader to Theorem 2.4. and p. 64 (the fourth line from the bottom) of Clarke and Yuan (2010) to a clear definition of the evaluated quantity. Unfortunately,
is not a joint density function. It is well known that
in (4). Given these considerations it follows that the boundedness of
is a concern in general.
Unlike Clarke and Yuan (2010) , in this paper we present the necessary conditions and rigorous proofs for deriving the EL prior. The following critical points can be directly associated with the results shown in Clarke and Yuan (2010) . 
. This problem cannot be corrected by taking into account the appropriate bounds of the parameter θ , since in the definition of the classical EL these bounds depend on random data,
and this integration cannot depend on data.
2. In several proof schemes applied in Clarke and Yuan (2010) 
,…,n, should be proven to be bounded with respect to parameter Vexler, Ge, and Hutson 2014a) . This is assumed to be held without any justification in Clarke and Yuan (2010) . 
Remark A2.
Let the log EL ratio be ( ) To outline this concern, we use the Taylor expansion, in which ( ) n X i / θ l − can be expanded around 0, to note that
The appendix of our paper presents Lemma A3 that demonstrates X n X E may be unbounded. In order to implement a similar role as that of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the t-statistic context shown above, we redefine the log EL ratio in this paper as 
Proof of Lemma A1.
Note that
, since the Chebyshev inequality provides that
By a result in Romano (1991, p. 1055) , we have
It follows that
This completes the proof of Lemma A1. 
Proof of Lemma A3.
The constraint
This completes the proof of Lemma A3.
Proof of Lemma A4.
Applying this result and Lemma A2 to Lemma A3 yields
It follows similarly that when
This completes the proof of Lemma A4.
Proof of Lemma A5.
, we apply Lemmas A2 and A4 to obtain the following inequality
Thus we obtain
In a similar manner to the considerations above, one can show that
The proof of Lemma A5 is complete.
where 
Proof of Lemma A6.
In the proof of Lemma A4, we demonstrated that
Then taking into account the definitions of ( ) , and Lemma A3, we obtain 
Note that, by the definition of θˆ, we have
bounded by some function ( ) This completes the proof of Lemma A6.
Lemma A7. Assume that
, and a Taylor expansion that ( ) 
Now it follows that
. In a similar manner
. Thus, the solution, 0 l , of equation
. Note that this bound for 0 l can also be obtained via using (S.4) and the exact bounds for l shown in Lemma A4. This result will be used to derive an expression of 0 l .
Following the same technique of a Taylor expansion of ( ) 0 0 = l L that is shown in Vexler, Ge, and Hutson (2014a, pp. 6-7 of the Supplementary Material) and (S.4), we then obtain Similarly to the analysis of ( ) 
